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This paper shows the application of statistical tests to a spontaneous speech corpus of Spanish. Our goal is to find
representative differences between different parts of the corpus. To this end, we tagged n-grams in the corpus with
features related to the speaker (age, gender, etc), or the context (dialogue, monologue, media, etc), and applied the
log-likelihood test (Dunning 1993) in order to find the most representative lexical items for each specific feature.
The paper is divided in two sections. In the first part, the characteristics of the spoken corpus are shown together
with the explanation of the computational tool. In the second part, a first rough estimate of the results obtained is
given, as well as possible applications of the model.
We work with the Spanish part of the multilingual corpus C-ORAL-ROM, which is made up of 300,000 words.
These have been orthographically transcribed. The domain distribution is diversified in order to allow crosslinguistic comparison. The corpus is organized using three variables: situation (formal/informal), channel (media,
telephone, natural context) and number of speakers (dialogue, monologue, conversation). Each text contains the
transcription and a header where the information about the gender, age, education, occupation and geographical
origin of the speakers is shown.
We have developed a tool that permits the clustering of those words or multi-words that appear three or more times
and sorts them according to their frequency of use. The corpus is XML-tagged, which allows to automatically relate
these results to the sociolinguistic variables (age, gender, etc) and to the text typology (formal, informal, media...).
The access to the data is possible through two ways. The first one provides the sorted list of words and clusters, and
from each item one can reach the corresponding sociolinguistic and text-typologic information. The second one
works the other way around: from a list of sociolinguistic and typological items one obtains the sorted list of words
and clusters for that field (men, formal, media...).
The second part of the paper is devoted to the analysis and explanation of these results. Here we show how the
frequency of words and clusters varies noticeably according to the different parameters. For instance, the discourse
marker "o sea" (that is) is much more frequent in informal contexts, and the frequency of use of the expression "no
sé" (I don’t know) in feminine speakers is double for male speakers.
This paper ends by stating the importance of this procedure as an empirical method for the validation of
sociolinguistic hypotheses in spoken language.
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